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"This year will forever be etched in our memories as one wild adventure in Europe. An adventure that will forever leave your hearts and minds scarred with unforgettable memories. On this adventure, you walked down a path. And on this path, sometimes there was light and other times there was not. The paths you have ventured down this year have forever changed your hearts and minds. There were times you walked alone; times you had companions. It was a time to lose and be lost; to find and be found. It was a time to get lost while trying to find yourself. It was a time to find true strength from within. And it is in these times that we have found something priceless: Memories to last us a lifetime."

--Meghan McNicholas
Orientation trip to **LAGO BRACCIANO**

Smiling for the camera

Kelly Hoenig, Kate Henderson, Dawn Stary, Hillary Strawn, and Scott McLarty on their paddle boat

Emily Lynch, Beth Flynn, and Addie Stephens relaxing in the sun

Ralph Rebacz, Kim Peterson, Laura Fitts, Beth Manuschis, Lisa Dazols, Luke Vancekeren, Sonja Sadowski, friend and Sarah Canepa

Toni Peluso, Sergey Shafran, Janet Markel, Molly Schuerman, Mary Cella, Bronwen Jones, Lisa Marchese and Theresa McGuane in the lake
Team Loyola wins at Balduina Race

Even aerobics! “Show the Italians how it’s done!”

Loyola runners take home top prizes

Ms. Jennifer Wozniack, Meghan McNicholas, Kate Bedard, Jenna Walton, Dan Hoying, Chris Jones, Dr. Jackie Long, Mr. Tony Ellis, Kim Henry, Jessica Swanson, and Agnese Reforzo

Dr. Long comes in first place in her age bracket!

Mr. Tony Ellis, Ms. Jennifer Wozniack, Meghan McNicholas, Kate Bedard, Dr. Jackie Long, Agnese Reforzo, and Jenna Walton smile after the race
Around the Rome Center

Lauren Frandson and Sarah Canepa toast to their Italian Cinema studies

Perhaps not the best way to get on Sheila's good side

Suzie Hipp displays her love for the King

Bryan McL., Tori P., Jamie R., Anne N. and Beth K. hanging out in Marisa's room as she gets ready to go out

Brownwen J. patiently awaits her turn for the bathroom as Brit Whitfield finishes her book

Kerry Milne, Kelly Linder and Lisa Dazols bundled up in the lounge
John “Demetri” DiPrima and Mike “Cristos” Tulchinsky

“I haven’t left the compound in three days!”

Anne Navarrete, Stephanie Stump and Katie Wall

Matt Gatto, Sjoerd Hanselaar and James Bendetto at Rinaldo’s

Amanda McKeel, Tori Paris and Hollis Bathen working hard in the study lounge

Chrissy Cox, Kate Bedard, Sonja Sadowski, Meghan Gallagher, and Lisa Dazols
Jen Kucich taking advantage of a nice day to get some work done

"These are days, that

you'll remember!"

Danny Martin (sporting his favorite tee shirt), with Mia Franzia

Misse Daniel, Anne Navarette and Michelle Neibur

Thanksgiving dinner in the mensa

Will Murphy, Janet Markel and Rachel Penniman prefer the computers in the library
Presenting the Loyola Latin Dancers

Andrea Pacheco with Fabrizio

Getting the hang of it

"Ascolti!" exclaims Fabrizio

Jason Feldner and Aisha Macedo demonstrate what they've learned

Brittany Stephen and Justin Ochonicki

Pam Wells with LURC Director George Hostert
Kim Henry, Aisha Macedo, Meghan Gallagher, Jenna Walton, Chrissy Cox and Brooke Parish with the Roman Gladiators

Michael Johnson observes the traffic flow in Piazza Venezia

Massimo Cataldo, Greg Ginex, Jason Feldner, Ameen Iman, and Tom Gamache on their final night in Rome at the Spanish Steps

Elizabeth Sullivan and Heather Mulroy on a bus
Dinner in Piazza Navona

“You MUST validate this ticket BEFORE getting on the bus.”

Theresa McGuane, Lisa Marchese and Maggie Scanlon

Really getting into the on-site class
Jenna Walton, Meredith Murphy, Carrie Jobin, Dawn Stary, Meghan McNicholas, Beth Manuselis, Kim Henry and Jelena Milicevic at the 990 bus stop.

Chris McKnight and Rachel Chute playing in the fall leaves.

Matt Link, Mike Gawlick and Theresa McGuane outside the Chinese restaurant.
Beth Kelty, Marissa Poce and Tori Paris with their new Italian friends

Roma, bella Roma!

Britt Whitfield is friendly with all the inhabitants of Rome

Yum! Evan Caliento gets the munchies for the famous Miscellanea panino
The three Juventus fans, Evan, Michael and Dan, smiling before the game against Lazio.

"There's always something to do in Rome!"

Melissa and Agnese appreciate the athleticism of the Olympic Stadium.

Elizabeth Sullivan, Marina Jurassi and Liz Bertoni

Students go out for one of their last nights in Rome.
THE OLD BRIDGE CHALLENGE:

to finish 15 scoops in 2 hours
and still be able to walk

Will these people ever eat gelato again?

Ready, Set, GO!

The winner, Meredith Murphy, helps the second runner-up, Meghan McNicholas, to the bus stop.

The contestants: Carrie Jobin, Dawn Stary, Meghan McNicholas, Meredith Murphy and Beth Manuselis
Oktoberfest in Munchen

Willkommen!

Sarah Canepa, Sergey Shafran and Sonja Sadowski

Dan Hart outside the Lowenbrau Tent

John DiPrima getting started on the train

Maggie Scanlon, Toni Peluso, Bronwen Jones, Lisa Marchese, Molly Schuerman, Janet Markel and Theresa McGuane

Joe Rebman, John DiPrima, Eamon Guerin, Mike Zaura, Evan Caliento, William Murphy and Katie Tierney
Dan Hart and Agnese Reforzo

Dawn Stary, Kelly Hoenig and Meredith Murphy

John DiPrima and Eamon Guerin

Evan Caliento, Joe Rebman, Charles Snyder, Harry Suber, Danny Martin (after Mike's Bike tour), Graham Mudd, Matt Link, Eamon Guerin, John DiPrima and Mike Zaura

Rachel Chute, Ralph Rebacz and Casey Chinso
John "The Wizard" Di Prima with his pet???
Michael Tulchinsky

Brooke Parish in Carnevale attire with Missie Daniel, a.k.a. Cleopatra

"No trick or treating this year!"

Who's the most original? Laszlo Katona, Eamon Guerin, Lisa Marchese, or Chrissy Cox?

Mary Cella with her catch of the day, Theresa McGuane

"Awwh, how cute!" Janet Markel and Jessica Swanson advocate milk

Halloween Party
Irene Park feeding her hungry camel, Kristy Nydam

Stephanie Stump as Dieter from Dieter Sprockets with Katie Tierney as Thelma from Scooby Doo

Three American girls and an Italian guy: Sarah Canepa, Kelly Linder, Tierney Shaffer and Sergey Shafran

Will Murphy and Jason Feldner in drag with Jenny “The Witch” Brugnolotti

Chris Eyman, Suzie Hipp, Meghan McNicholas, Brooke Parish, Rachel Penniman, and Chris McKnight

Chrissy Cox as Audrey Hepburn

Breakfast at Tiffany’s anyone?
Ralph Rebazc, Sergey S., Sonja Sadowski, Lisa Dazols, Tierney Shaffer, Kelly Linder, Kerry M.

John Di Prima enjoying Crete a little too much

Tierney Shaffer and Katie Tierney with their donkeys

Andrea H. and Rachel C.

Jenna Walton, Brooke Parish, Chrissy Cox, Rachel P., Rachel C., Kate Bedard, Hillary S., Mary Tierney, Andrea Halloran, Rachel Chute
Jessica Swanson living it up

Justin Leidwanger and Kate Bedard

Kelly Linder, Kerry Milne, Lisa Dazols, Tierney Shaffer at the Samarian Gorge

Hey you!

Angie Hocking, Pam Wells, Andrea Halloran, Jenna Walton and Kim Henry
Something about this rock has magical powers, WOOOWW!!!
Michael Johnson & Beth Manuselis anxiously awaiting Thanksgiving Dinner.

Sergey Shafran, Ralph Rebaez, Massimo Cataldo, Meghan McNicholas & Anne Navarrete after an exhausting day on the slopes.

The Snowbunnies...
Kerry Milne, Janet Markel & Sarah Canepa

Kerry Milne, Tierney Shaffer, Lisa Dazols, Beth Manuselis & Sarah Canepa capture a Kodak moment on the ice rink.

The Kings of the Mountain...
Mike Zaura, Jason Feldner & Massimo Cataldo
Loyola students start off the weekend with a toast at Thanksgiving Dinner.

Courtney Potter, Mia Franzia, Dan Martin, Tom Nowinski, Katie Rothery & Jessica Swanson

Ralph Rebacz & Meghan McNicholas show off their moves.

Ralph Rebacz & Massimo Cataldo

Angie Hocking, Pam Wells, Jason Feldner & Mike Zaura
"I will change your sheets, clean your windows, sweep and mop your floor," shouts Jenny Brignolotti, as she offers herself as a maid.

The auctioneers John Di Prima and Jason Feldner selling off Melissa's homemade guacamole and chips.

HUNGER WEEK Auction

"Could someone please tell us what we just bought and why?"

Mia Franzia, Natalie Mancini and Jessica Swanson promise to be slaves for a day.

"Who wants to start the bidding for a date with this mass of hunk?"
Quanto è bello andare in giro con la vespa...
Marissa Pocci and Michael Johnson lipsing to Luna Pop

"Who was the most famous German composer?"

Liz Bertoni plays a song that she wrote herself on the piano

**The TALENT SHOW**

Katie Tierney, Mary Cella, Dody Nondorf, Meghan McNicholas and John Di Prima doing what they call "The Ferret Dance"

Andrea Halloran sings a solo that brings back memories of Billie Holiday
Student Trips

Anne Navarette, Marisa Pocci and friend in Ireland

Laszlo Katona, Mike Tulchinsky, Joe Angersola and Bryan McLaughlin on a train

Chris McKnight and Suzie Hipp in Munich

Kelly Linder and Kerry Milne in Paris

Ralph Rebacz, Kim Henry, Chris McKnight and Massimo Cataldo in Switzerland

Carrie Jobin, Beth Manuselis and Kelly Hoenig in Austria at Beethoven’s Grave
Mike Tulchinsky, Laszlo Katona, Bryan McLaughlin, Jessica Swanson and Joe Angersola in Sicily

Sam Mikol, Jenny Brugnolotti, Chris Eyman, Rachel Chute and Suzie Hipp on a taxi boat in Venice

“I can’t believe I’m here!”

Heather Mulroy and Elizabeth Sullivan at Stonehedge in England.

Lisa Dazols, Sarah Canepa, Sonja Sadowski and Tierney Shaffer in Milan

Bryan McLaughlin, Joe Angersola and Mike Tulchinsky in Cinque Terre

Loyola Students taking a rest in Cinque Terre
George Hoganson enjoys a moment of tranquility in Cinque Terre

Natalie Mancini, Janet Markel and Courtney Potter in Seville Spain

Sheena Arakal, Brooke Parish, Meghan Gallagher and Chrissy Cox in Venice

Carrie Jobin, Meghan Gallagher, Crissy Cox and Michele Marabotti in Capri

Michael Johnson who is very disappointed with Agnese Reforzo in Sant'Agata

Loyola Students and Italian lovers sharing a moment together on a bridge in Florence
Dan Hart and Evan Caliento on their way to Vienna

Jelena Milicevic, Ameen Iman, Casey Chinsio, Jeannette Lopez and Sonja Sadowski in Vienna

Luke VanEekeren desperate for sleep on a night train

Mary Cella, Lisa Marchese, and Theresa McGuane in Sicily

“I’ve Been on a train for the last 24 hours!”

Jelena Milicevic, Ameen Iman, Casey Chinsio, Jeannette Lopez and Sonja Sadowski in Vienna

Beth Manuselis, Dawn Stary, Carrie Jobin and Kelly Hoenig in Prague
Loyola students loose on the streets of Sicily
Irene Park, Beth Mistretta and Kristy Nydam at the Tower of London

Justin Leidwanger doing the funky chicken dance in Germany

Massimo Cataldo, Joe Rebman, Mike Zaura and Evan Caliento in Venice

Tierney Shaffer; Ralph Rebacz, Sergey Shafran, Sarah Canepa and Sonja Sadowski at Cinque Terre

Dan Hart, Evan Caliento and friends at Buffalo Bill’s Tex Mex restaurant in Prague
SOCIALIZING WITH THE ITALIANS AT THE LURC

LURC and English Language School students at the Italian Food Night

Rossana seems to have both the Italians and Americans stumped

Ciao Bella

Jeanette Lopez, Kim Peterson, Casey Chinsio and Chrissy Cox

Agnese asks the questions in English and Italian at the Trivial Pursuit Game

Liz Bertoni, Tom Gamache, Sonja Sadowski, Tierney Sgafffer, Graham Mudd and Katie Tierney
Winery Tour to Montefalco, Umbria

Matt Gatto, Natalie Mancini, Courtney Potter, Lauren Frandson and Shauna Crowley enjoy the tranquility of the countryside.

Salute! Cheers to Kim Peterson and Andrea Pacheo.

Jason Feldner, Lisa Marchese, Evan Caliento and friend.

Melissa Knorpel, Stephanie Stump, Sarah Baumgartner and friend.

Courtney Potter, Joe Angersola and Mia Franzia trek up the hill with their purchased goods.
END OF THE YEAR PARTY
Latin Dancing

Andrea Pacheco

Instructor Fabrizio with LURC Accountant Giorgio Trancalini doing the Greek dance "Zorba"

Kristy Nydam recruits young members of the audience to join in

Dr. Long and Dr. Schweickart doing the tango
The movers and shakers: Aisha Macedo, Kate Bedard, Dana Novotny, Kim Peterson, Ms. Denise Feniello and Andrea Pacheco

Belly Dancing and Aerobics

Kim Peterson, Kate Bedard and Dana Novotny strike a pose

"Walk like an Egyptian"

The steppers in action

Katie Rothery, Tanesia Hale-Jones, Courtney Potter, Meghan McNicholas, Jeanette Lopez and Ms. Christine Marciasini
Dr. Theresa Gross-Diaz, History

Dr. Wendy Cotter, C.S.J., Theology

Dr. Maria Palladino, Italian Language, and her Fall Semester students

Ms. Catherine Ramsey-Portolano, Italian Language

Dr. John Nicholson, Fine Arts: Art History

Dr. Giovanni Scichilone, Anthropology/Classical Studies
"Ciao, Professore!"

Dr. David Schweickart, Philosophy

Prof. Virginio Ferrari, Fine Arts: Studio Arts

Dr. Harry Puckett, English

Dr. Virginia Keller, Communications, Women Studies & Int'l Studies

Ms. Ellen Chiocca, Nursing

Dr. Bruna Capitini, Italian Language, and her Spring Semester students
Dr. Grazia Sotis, 
Italian Language and Literature

Dr. Patrick Boyle, Political Science

Dr. Sarah Maclaren, 
Rome Studies & Sociology

Dr. Camaiti-Hostert with the Graduate Students: Mr. Brent Adkins, Ms. Rachel Poulsen, Mr. David Jesuit, Ms. Jennifer Wozniack, Mr. Kevin McCruden and Mr. Tony Ellis

English Language School teachers: Gwen O’Gorman, Rosanna Rossi, Michelle Quigley, Nicole Bubalo and Denise Feniello
Administration and Staff

George Hostert, Director
Dr. Anna Camaiti-Hostert, Acting Associate Dean
John Felice, Consultant

Christine Marciasini, Assistant Director & Registrar
Marilyn Vitale, Administrative Secretary
Sheila Curtin, Associate Dean of Students
Kerry McCruden, Chaplain

Beatrice Ghislandi, Library Services Coordinator

Gail Ciccarello, R.N., School Nurse

Sheila Curtin with the Student Life Assistants, a.k.a. the R.A.s

Giorgio Trancalini and Maurizio Moretti, Business Office
Cleaning Staff and Porters

Adele Cardinali, Maria Riccardi and Luciana Leoni

Roberto Di Rodi

Mario Catini

Angelo Cammerinesi
Maintenance and LaMensa Staff

Fausto Fecchio

Andrea Stornelli and Fabrizio D'Emilio

Riccardo Luciani

Anna Quadrana and Tiziana Mastrangeli

Stefania Carosini and Alessandra DeMartinis

Paola Mattia

Mauro Stella
Dr. Nicholson’s Fabulous Tours Take One:
Ostia Antica & Pompeii

Kerry Milne, Jelena Milicevic, Kelly Linder Amy Dinger
and Sonja Sadowski in Ostia

Dr. Nicholson and students pause for a photo near the theater in Ostia

Jason Feldner and his women

Anne Navarrete and Michelle Niebur take a rest in Ostia

Bag lunches, mmmmmmm!
We love Dr. Nicholson's trips!
Dr. Nicolson's Terrific Tours Take Two: Assisi and Florence

Yea, Rome Center! Yea, Assisi!

Anna Mullin, Jen Kucich and Jaime Redwick

Michelle Marabotti, Brooke Parish, Meghan Gallagher and Chrissy Cox

Dr. Cotter and Rome Center students enjoy a gorgeous day in Assisi
Hubert Izienicki and Nicole Price try to contain Chris Hlas's excitement for the Florence tour given by Dr. Nicholson.

Molly Moriarty, Margaret Heidger, Cristin O'Rourke and Kathy Williams

Sean Fischer enjoys the view.

Danny Martin, Shauna Crowley and Matt Gatto in Assisi

Chris Hlas, Laura Golden, Libby Fiedler, Meghan Gallagher, Michael Somers, Andrea Brueninger and Sean Fischer see Florence and the Ponte Vecchio at night after touring during the day with Dr. Nicholson.
Students gather before the ceremony

PAPAL AUDIENCES on Sept. 15 & Jan. 19

Amongst the crowd in the piazza

Lisa D., Tierney S., Sarah C. and Bryan McL.

Wave those papal-colored tissues!

John S., Lindsay R., Laura B. and James Z.

Catie Weasler, Holly Combs, Catherine Coffey and Mary Molloy
ORIENTATION DINNER

Jen Wallrab, Adam Rudolphi, Jeanne Gallo, Mark Briganti, Laura Golden, Jenny Gambon, Kristen Dorfmeister, Mary Beth Baal and Lesley Bates

Sara Parenti, Margaret Hill, Monica Glockner, Marijana Seget, Joe Santora, Conor Coakley and Peter Newell

Kate Hurley, Samantha LaFata, Dan Hart (he’s OK now) and John DiPrima

Jen Wallrab, Adam Rudolphi, Jeanne Gallo, Mark Briganti, Laura Golden, Jenny Gambon, Kristen Dorfmeister, Mary Beth Baal and Lesley Bates
The lunch line spring semester is endless

Around the
Sean Fisher, Michael Somers, Chris Hlas, Daniella Grish and Jeff Simms have a group study session in the library

Laura Bruni and Lindsay Rottinghaus's sink suddenly falls...

Fabrizio to the rescue!

Nicole Chmela and Bob Jacobs clown around in the hall

Tierney Shaffer, Kelly Garbach and Sarah Baumgartner can't believe this great day for February

A r o u n d t h e
R o m e C e n t e r
Laura Melnychenko, Jen Perez, Meaghan Miller and Anne Dwyer

Mary Gorry, Lisa Frailing and Anne Dwyer

Tricia Taaca gives Beth Manuselis a kiss

Bryan McLaughlin does his laundry while Justin Ochonicki examines Brittany Stephen's unmentionables

I'm actually going to miss this place!

Jonathan Konkoly getting buff at the Rome Center
Students outside on a nice day

Sherry Happel and Karen Halpin

Maureen McGovern and Kieren Fitzgerald celebrate St. Patrick’s Day

Look at those studs! Mike Lisanti and Giancarlo Turano on their way out the door

Will Murphy, Neal Parker and Erik Avila enjoying St. Patrick’s Day on the lawn

Ryan Priess enjoying a moment of solitude
No name, no ticket! A tactic used by the SLA's to learn all the new names.

Catie Weasler, Nicole Chmela, Laura Bruni, Joe Santora, Lindsay Rottinghaus, Daniella Grish, Erin Byrne and Nikki Rucci gather before an evening at the opera.

"We could stay in here forever," exclaim Michael Johnson and Meghan McNicholas.

What??? No line to use the computers? Must be lunch time.

Jennifer Setlak and Kathleen Williams
Bob Jacobs and James Zaffereco visit the Vatican Museum

Mary Beth Baal, Kristin Dorfmeister, Jennifer Gambon and Jen Wallrab on the 990 at the capolinea in Piazza Cavour

AROUND THE CITY

Ryan Miller, Ty Peterson and Justin Ochonicki at Piazza Navona

Loyola students on a beautiful day at Stadio Olympico cheering Roma on to victory!

Take that! Ellie Anderton and Naiya Bhatt battle a Roman gladiator at the Colosseo
Conor Coakley, Mary Beth Baal, Jen Wallrab, Jen Gambon and Kristen Dorfmeister out for Chinese food in Rome

Jen Wallrab and Catie Weasler at Alexanderplatz Jazz Club

Kim Valdes-Dapena tests how honest she has been lately

John DiPrima, Marco DiRoucco and Dody Nondorf at the Fox for Nick Nolte Night
Kael Hurley and Erin Setzer enjoying a beautiful day in Rome

Nancy Castignetti, Siobhan Davey and Tory Flynn by the Colosseo

James Zaffereo makes friends with the Scots

From the Colosseo to the The Hard Rock Cafe
Rome has it all!

A group of Loyola students enjoying dinner at The Hard Rock Cafe in Rome

Want Mexican food? Rome's got that too! As these Loyola students find
Tricia Green, Rachel Proskovec, Cathleen Dervin, Shiobhan Davey, Tory Flynn and Nancy Castignetti enjoying their grandes at Birreria Pizzaria

Una notte nella città eterna

Liz Fowler, Dody Nondorf, Melissa Stehney, Maureen McGovern and Sara Griesgraber out celebrating St. Patrick’s Day

Dody Nondorf, Melissa Stehney, Ryan Miller, Brooke Standring, Maureen McGovern, Janes Zaffereo and Joe Enright on a night out in Rome

Mary Beth Baal, Jen Gambon, Evan Caliento, Bryan McLaughlin, Nick Bonino, Mike Escoto and Kristen Dorfmiester on the loose in Rome
“Goethe wisely observed that: ‘Every foreigner judges by the standard he brings with him,’ but let the ‘First City of the World’ transformed, convinced that the experience would be ‘a guide and education for a lifetime.’”
Cheers! Mark Briganti, Chris Malarkey and Jeff Simms enjoy a beer at Illy Cafe

A group of Rome Center women taking in some Italian culture at the Opera

Rome's got it all, I can't believe I have to leave!

Friend, Dody Nondorf, Katie Solomine and Alice Buggy out on the town one night

Little short of money? Dan Simcoe moonlighting as a street cleaner
Laszlo Katona, Will Murphy, Anne Navarrete, Mark Harrison, Britt Whitfield, Kelly Garbach & Brittany Stephen

"Eat Snow, B**!@%"
The Britts’ throw down in Cervinia

Jenny Gambon, Bob Jacobs, Ryan Miller, James Zafereo, Erin Byrne & Jen Wailrab

Giancarlo Turano & Peter Newell

Melissa Rubalcaba, Molly Moriarty & Cathleen Saylor
Italian Ice Capades
Michael Fiorentino, Naiya Bhatt, Jamie Simmons & Santina Maiblatesi

Loyola students before the blizzard hits...
Cara Frattasi with three masked women: Kristin Wallace, Nicole Price and Melissa Rubalcaba

Courtney Potter and Natalie Mancini

Michelle Neibur, friend and Tanesia Hale-Jones get in the spirit

Daniella Grish

The Boyle's with Principessa Isabella

The SLA's can party too!
DATING GAME

Nick Bonino with the three bachlorettes: Dana Novotny, Kim Valdez-Dapena and Jenny Perez

Kelly Garbach asks a question to the three bachelors: Michael Fiorentino, Mike Escoto and Marc Harrison

The entertained audience members

Nick seems content with his pick

“What’s your favorite part of the body?”

Hmmm, who to choose...

A little dance for the newly formed couples

Host Michael reminds bachlorette N.2 that honesty is important in a relationship
Michael Simon, Allison Stankus, Michael Berschback and Joe Rebman in Sicily

Loyola students hanging out with the birds in Piazza San Marco (Venice)

Kim Valdes Dapena contemplates life in Paris

Student Trips Spring Semester
Elizabeth Fowler, Nicole Chmela, Catie Weasler and Jennifer Wallrab in Capri

Catie Weasler, Bob Jacobs, Jen Wallrab, Katherine Hurley and Ryan Miller on the Amalfi Coast
I never want to go home!

Colleen Sullivan and Catherine Coffey relaxing on the train

Diamond Joe Rebman and Michael Simon pouring their own drinks in Palermo

Katie Tierney, Beth Manuselis, Sarah Baumgartner and Melissa Knorpe playing on the swings in Interlaken
Bob Jacobs, Catie Weasler, Billy Litgen, Mike Berschback, Lisa Hanson, Nicole Chmela, Laura Bruni and Andy Simms in Paris

Catie Weasler, Sean Fischer, Jenny Setlak, Mike Somers, Cynthia Sorellino, Lisa Hanson and Chris Hlas in Sicily

Courtney Stankey and Helen Lattyak catching a nap on the beach in Cannes, France

Conor Coakley, Janet Markel, Brittany Stephen, Mike Facchini, Britt Whitfield, Anne Navarrete and Marco DiRoucco in Switzerland

Joe Santora and Marco DiRoucco at a wax museum in London

This truly was the best time of your life!
Ryan Miller, Maureen McGovern, Melissa Stehney, Brooke Standring and Ty Peterson in Prague

Kate Raney, Aaron Enequist-Leiker, Anne Navarrete and Trisha Taaca in Venice

Maureen McGovern and Melissa Stehney in Interlaken, Switzerland

Cynthia Sorellino, Lisa Hanson and Denise Gibbs on a train
Mike Gawlick, Jen Kucich and Luke VanEekeren in Sicily

A group of Loyola students sample the fine beers of Germany at the Haufbrauhaus in Munich

Beth Manuselis, Tanesia Hale-Jones and Marina Jurassi in Dublin

Ryan Miller and Ty Peterson refuse to believe it is time to get up
Klint Schwenk, Kim Schnauber, Matt Becker, Candice Nettleton, Andy Findley and Lynda Fajardo in Munich

Andrea Breuniger, Sonia Bolos, Libby Fiedler and Laura Golden in Capri

Katherine Kessler and Cynthia Foust in Germany

Helen Lattyak, Kathy Muhler and Kim Valdes-Dapena at a Mozart dinner concert in Austria

Matt Bahar and Mike Berschbach in Venice

Gage McGarry, Kris Gaytko and Mike Krull in Florence

Katie Solomine, Matt Becker, Maureen McGovern and Brittany Stephen in Prague

Katie Martin, Dody Nondorf and Molly McGrath in Florence

Bronwen Jones ice climbing in Interlakken, Switzerland
Spring Break in Egypt and Jordan

The Loyola group in Petra outside of the treasury building, made famous in *Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade*

Meghan McNicholas, Danielle Grish, Kelly Garbach, Erin Setzer and Shiobhan Davey on Mount Sinai

Britt Whitfield with her new friend

Danielle Grish, Justin Ochonicki, Laszlo Katona, Shiobhan Davey, Maureen McGovern and Katie Tierney watch the sun rise over Mount Sinai
Kelly Garbach gets down with the table Nazi

The Galabaya party on the boat

Look at those three studs! Eamon Guerin, Dan Hart and Evan Caliento sporting their native dress

Matt Swary, Laszlo Katona, Cathleen Saylor, Nicole Price and Jenny Setlak strike a pose

Naiya Bhatt, Ellie Anderton, Jaime Simmons and Danielle Grish

Catherine Saylor learns how to dance like an Egyptian

Meghan McNicholas and Amy Urbanowicz

Thanks to our Egyptian hosts for the party!
Dan Bruun enjoys his camel ride

Amy Urbanowicz can’t believe she actually paid for this

The Beduin tea group rides off into the sunset

Even Sheila got in the act

Erin Setzer and Katie Tierney ride ‘em cowgirls!

“I’m not going to be able to have kids now!”
--Tim Tyrrell

Anne Navarrete and Sam Mikol

Cathleen Saylor and Nicole Price wonder where that five year old is taking them

All of the Camel riders pose for one last picture
The students listening to the guide in Petra

Britt Whitfield

Amy Urbanowicz

Nathan Jun at the Botanic Gardens

Where's Danielle?

Eamon Guerin loses to the security guard

Bobby Dhamer, Dan Hart, Eamon Guerin, Evan Caliento and Dan Bruun outside a mosque in Cairo

Mohammed teaches us about another Egyptian Temple in Aswan
Laszlo Katona, Erin Setzer, Justin Ochonicki and Aaron Enequist-Leiker at the beach

Nancy Castignetti, Siobhan Davey Cathleen Saylor and Tory Flynn catch some rays on the cruise

Brendan Keating, Marijana Seget and Monica Glockner aboard the Nile cruise

Meghan Gallagher, Angie Hocking, Nancy Castignetti Tory Flynn and Christa Battaglia up on deck
CARNEVALE 2000

On the Rialto Bridge in Venice

Nancy Castignetti, Siobhan Davey and Tory Flynn enjoying the festivities

VENICE

Rene Putz, Amy Urbanowicz, Katie Tierney and Mike Simon dressed to party

Is that Jeff Simms and Cathleen Saylor with their eyes wide shut???
Hunger Week
Spring 2000

Nathan Jun gives an amazing performance at the Talent Show

Marc Harrison and Mike Simon give Pearl Jam some competition at the talent show

Naiya Bhatt and Jamie Simmons pose for a photo with Ocho's Number One Fan, Laura Golden

Nathan Jun gives an amazing performance at the Talent Show

Go Ocho!
Fabrizio and Company tear the house down with Mambo N.5

Students prepare to bid in Rinaldo’s

John DiPrima begins the auction

Tom McGettrick, Nathan Jun and Ellie Anderton start the talent show with a bang

Santina Maiolatesi and Monica Glockner steam up the room

The Britts!?! £450,000!?!
The Winos

Winery Tour in Umbria

Mike Krull, Laura Golden, Gabriella Castro, Sonia Bolos, Monica Glockner, Marijana Seget in cantina heaven

Michael Somers, Laura Golden, Chris Hlas, Andrea Breuninger

Nikolai Johnson and Dana Novotny

Klint Schwenk and Matt O'Mara wonder if anyone will notice if they took just one...
"Thanks for all the great times."
Chris Eyman

"From Our Family To Yours"

(708)788-9220  turanobaking.com
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The yearbook staff would like to thank all the LURC students who lent their photographs in order to make this book possible.
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